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JPMS Wins Minnesota Regional Future City Competition
BY: Mr.K.
For the second year in a row, JPMS dominated the Minnesota Regional Future City Competition. We
brought home 6 trophies including FIRST PLACE! Team the Lost Phoenix (Oliver Gels, Nate King, Ryan Rowell,
Hudson Borchardt, Anli Kong, and Max Miller) will represent JPMS, Minneapolis Public Schools, The City of
Minneapolis, and the State of Minnesota at the Future City National Competition in Washington D.C. later this
month!!! In addition to 1st place, The Lost Phoenix also won trophies for Best Virtual City and Most Practical City
Design.
JPMS Team Ostaden (Jackie Faust, Elias Hillman-Emilianoff, Lilly Richman, Molly Moretto, Leo Pernu, and
Reece Woollen) won trophies for Best City Model and Best Solar Design, and Team Ciudad Rota (Angelina Day,
Clover Mills, Morgan Robbert, Cate Crawford, Leela Hart, and Addie Manthey) won a trophy for Preparedeness for
Natural and Humanmade Disasters. Our JPMS Future City trophy count is now up to 16 in four years!
Please congratulate all our Future City students on a job well done, and wish Team The Lost Phoenix luck at
Nationals!

The Lost Phoenix is currently
fundraising for our trip to
Washington, D.C. Please visit our
GoFundMe page to make a
donation!
https://www.gofundme.com/sendthe-lost-phoenix-to-dc

JPMS LEGO Robotics Teams Bring Home Awards
Congratulations to the 6th grade LEGO robotics team for winning the "Judges Award" the LEGO Robotics
tournament. The 7th graders were also recognized by the judges with the "Project Award".

So Long and Good Luck, Mr.
Nathan!
Special Education Assistant, horror movie
enthusiast, cyclist, and all around swell dude Mr.
Nathan’s last day at Justice Page Middle School was
Friday, January 18th. He taken a job as a graphic
designer. So long, Mr. Nathan, and thank you for
being part of our community!

Community Meeting!

Milk Money
BY: Eli Roos
I have an idea for the school to save money. They should calculate how much milk cartons (both skim and
one percent) are used every day, and then buy that amount of milk for the day

Interesting Things That Are Happening/Happened in 2018
Researched by Arati R.

Australia Is On Track To Become The
First Country To Wipe Out One Type
Of Cancer
According to a new study, Australia will become the
first country in the world to eliminate cervical cancer by
2028, with a predicted rate of just four new cases per
100,000 people. And in just two years it will be considered
a rare cancer. This is thanks to a comprehensive prevention
strategy that started back in 1991, involving regular pap
smears and since 2007, free HPV vaccines for girls (and
boys since 2013). Last year Australia also replaced pap
smears with HPV cervical screening tests, which are
predicted to reduce cancer rates by up to 30 percent in
combination with the vaccine.

Scientists Are Working On A
Graphene-Based Sieve That
Turns Seawater Into Drinking
Water
As if graphene wasn't awesome enough,
back in April researchers achieved a major turning
point in the quest for efficient desalination by
announcing the invention of a graphene-oxide
membrane that sieves salt right out of seawater.
At this stage, the technique is still limited to the
lab, but it's a demonstration of how we could one
day quickly and easily turn one of our most
abundant resources, seawater, into one of our
most scarce - clean drinking water.

Orange Snow Falls Across Europe
In early 2018, parts of Europe got a picturesque, if peculiar sight: orange snow falling across the eastern
part of the continent. While alarming, the orange snow wasn’t actually the result of some kind of chemical or
other potential source of harm, but was caused by a low-pressure area moving over North Africa and into Eastern
Europe, causing orange sand to mix with water droplets, causing the strange-looking snow.

High School Senior Offered More Than $7 Million in Scholarships
Good grades can get you anywhere in life—just ask Shariah Williams. The Memphis, Tennessee, high
school senior made headlines this year when she was accepted to a staggering 149 colleges, who offered her a
combined $7.6 million in scholarship money.

Bear Gets Ice Cream at Dairy Queen
There are many things you’re bound to
encounter at a Dairy Queen drive-thru, from bored
teens to hungry kids after soccer practice. One thing
most servers don’t get to see is a Kodiak bear eager to
get some soft serve.

What Will Apple Do With The Face IDs And Thumbprints?
RESEARCHED BY: Arati R.
Apple released a series of new phones like the iPhone X, iPhone Xs etc. This line of phones has a new
feature called “face ID”. Face ID is a tool that would use facial recognition to identify individuals and unlock their
phones. Consumers are already questioning whether FaceID could be spoofed. And it's also possible police would
be able to more easily unlock phones without consent by simply holding an individual’s phone up to his or her
face. But FaceID should create fear about another form of government surveillance: mass scans to identify
individuals based on face profiles. Law enforcement is rapidly increasing use of facial recognition. Apple also has
our thumbprints to open our phones. This feature is used on a few apple phones and even some Samsung phones
have them. Apple claims Face ID and Touch ID are secure, and for the most part that's true. It's extremely unlikely
a random person could unlock your phone. But that's not the only type of attack to worry about it. Although they
use different biometric authentication methods, Face ID and Touch ID are very similar under the hood.

Venice
BY: Oskar E.
Venice is a place in Italy where there are no roads, only canals or rivers. It is well known for the water as
well as the boat rides in which tourists get on a long canoe with a ¨driver¨ standing up and paddling. But, there is
one bad this about Venice…
Venice is slowly sinking
It has been said for many years that Venice is sinking, but a new study suggests it could be as soon as
2100. All over Venice, walls are dissolving. And if, with global warming, sea level rise as they projected to, the
situation is going to get a lot worst.
There have been many floods. The water in Venice rises 1 to 2 millimeters a year. Sea level rise isn’t the
only thing that is happening in Venice; the island is also sinking, a recent study shows. Venice is also tilting to the
east, something scientists never noticed before.
Venice isn't doing so hot right now.

Riddles
BY: Oskar E. and Madeline G.
• What 8 letter word can have a letter taken away and it still makes a word. Take another letter away and it
still makes a word. Keep on doing it until you have one letter left. What is that word?
•

What has a head, a tail, is brown and has no legs?

•

Davidś father had 3 sons, snap, crackle, and ___

•

What room do ghosts avoid?

•

When does Christmas come before thanksgiving?
a. The word starting! Starting, staring, string, sting, sing, sin, in b. A penny c. David d. The living room e. In the dictionary
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